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Introduction

R a d i c a l  n e p h r o u r e t e r e c t o m y  ( R N U )  h a s  b e e n 
recommended as the standard of care in the management 
of upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC) for a long 
time (1). However, despite complete removal of the entire 
ipsilateral ureter with a functional kidney, the recurrence 
of the tumor cannot be prevented effectively. Moreover, 
it is associated with formidable morbidity induced by 
reduced renal function. Particularly, intravesical recurrence 
of tumor, which has been reported to occur after 22–47% 
of the cases of RNU, remains a clinical dilemma (2,3). 
The loss of ipsilateral kidney does not routinely require 

prolonged hemodialysis except in the elderly or case of 
renal insufficiency. However, decreased glomerular filtration 
rate, which is frequently encountered even in relatively 
young and healthy patients postoperatively, potentially 
diminishes the oncologic controllability by reducing the 
effective dosage of the adjuvant chemotherapy. Additionally, 
there has been a debate over the clinical relevance of radical 
removal of an affected organ regardless of the volume and 
the nature of the tumor within the ureter (4,5). With this 
background, several nephron-sparing strategies replacing 
RNU have been suggested, which are gaining enthusiasm 
as alternative conservative surgical management strategies 
for UTUC. Currently, segmental ureterectomy (SU) with 
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or without the psoas hitch or the Boari flap and endoscopy-
based procedures including ureterorenoscopy (URS) or 
percutaneous approach for the low-risk disease are the most 
widely reported nephron-sparing strategies.

Traditionally, a nephron-sparing approach was applied 
to a small number of cases under certain circumstances 
where RNU was hard to perform safely. The imperative 
indications for conservative management of UTUC include 
bilateral disease, solitary functioning kidney, chronic kidney 
disease/renal insufficiency, and hereditary predisposition (6). 
Based on the accumulation of clinical experiences that help 
in selecting proper patients with conditions other than the 
aforementioned ones, current indications for the conservative 
approaches were expanded. However, to accept these 
approaches as elective procedures in the clinical practice, the 
following key questions should be answered: (I) is the tumor 
recurrence within the remaining ureter acceptable? (II) Does 
not the procedure provoke intravesical tumor recurrence? 
(III) What is the proper surveillance strategy after each 
procedure? Focused on endoscopy-based approaches and SU, 
we aimed to review the indications and the current clinical 
outcomes.

General indications for nephron-sparing surgery

Due to the more aggressive disease phenotype of UTUC 
than of bladder tumor, radical removal of the affected 
ureter in UTUC was suggested, especially for high-risk 
disease. In contrast, despite the lack of qualified evidence, 
conservative strategies have been used for patients with 
relatively low-risk characteristics. Due to its narrow 
diameter and inner anatomic location, accurate clinical 
staging of UTUC is challenging. Ureteroscopy inspection 
with/without biopsy has become the most widely used 
modality in the identification and localization of UTUC. 
However, the alleged risk of intravesical tumor recurrence 
after the procedure remains a topic of clinical debate. 
Despite these limitations, risk stratification based on several 
clinicopathologic characteristics has been suggested to 
guide the decision-making.

The European Association of Urology (EAU) guidelines 
stratify UTUC patients into low- or high-risk patients based 
on clinical, endoscopic, radiographic, and histopathologic 
factors (6). Low-risk cases include unifocal disease, tumor 
size <2 cm, low-grade cytology and/or URS biopsy, and 
noninvasive disease on imaging. High-risk cases include 
hydronephrosis, multifocal disease, tumor size ≥2 cm, high-

grade cytology and/or URS biopsy, invasive disease on 
imaging, and prior radical cystectomy.

National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 
guidelines stratify UTUC into cases having favorable or 
less favorable clinical and pathological criteria for nephron 
preservation (7). Favorable cases include low-grade tumors 
based on cytology and biopsy, papillary architecture, tumor 
size <1.5 cm, unifocal tumor, and cross-sectional imaging 
showing no concern for invasive disease. Less favorable 
cases include multifocal tumors, flat or sessile tumor 
architecture, tumor size ≥1.5 cm, high-grade tumors, cT2–
T4 tumors, mid-ureteral and proximal ureteral tumors (due 
to technical challenges), and tumors crossing infundibulum 
or the ureteropelvic junction.

Endoscopic management of UTUC

Retrograde URS or antegrade percutaneous approaches 
were attempted in a small subgroup of patients with 
imperative indication. However, with increased experience, 
they were also attempted in elective patients with a low-
risk profile. Tumors present in up to the middle and distal 
ureter could generally be accessed using semi-rigid URS. 
However, with newer advances and widespread use of 
flexible devices, retrograde endoscopic ablation has gained 
popularity. To obtain maximal debulking of the tumor 
within the ureter, the usage of flexible URS rather than a 
rigid one is recommended (6).

The technique of retrograde ureteroscopic or anterograde 
percutaneous tumor ablation

Endoscopic ablation techniques have generally described 
an initial debulking with cold cup or basket followed by 
treatment with electrocautery or laser ablation (7-10). 
However, among several methods of ablation, the use of 
laser for treatment is recommended until complete tumor 
resection or destruction can be achieved (6,7). Interest in 
electrocautery has waned due to transmural injury to the 
urothelium, which contributes to postoperative strictures. 
Complications associated with ureteroscopic ablation 
remain low (8–13% of cases) (11). The risk of ureteral or 
renal perforation is 2–4%, while stricture rates are 5–14% 
(12-14).

For the tumors located in the lower caliceal system that 
are inaccessible or difficult to manage even with flexible 
ureteroscopy, percutaneous access can be utilized. The 
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principal advantage of the percutaneous approach is the 
ability to use larger diameters of endoscopic instruments for 
more efficient resection (11). Apart from the instruments 
for URS, resectoscope with loop cautery, a procedure 
similar to transurethral resections for the bladder tumors, 
can be used to effectively debulk the tumors (15). The 
primary disadvantages of the percutaneous approach include 
greater invasiveness compared to the retrograde approach, 
violation of the closed urinary system, and thereby the risk 
of tumor seeding of the nephrostomy tube tract (16,17). 
The complication rate of the percutaneous approach is 
higher than URS (11). The reported overall complication 
rate was 27% including 17% risk of transfusion, 2% risk 
of renal failure, and 1% risk of emergency nephrectomy or 
angioembolization (18).

Oncologic outcomes

A vast majority of reported literature regarding the 
endoscopy-based approach includes small retrospective 
series without a description of clear selection criteria for this 
procedure. There are no reported randomized studies and 
the data encompass fewer than 100 patients. Additionally, 
many series had predominantly low-grade tumors with 
small sizes. Systemic reviews of retrospective studies on 
this issue, however, generated consistent conclusions from 
heterogeneous evidence (11,18,19). Recurrence of UTUC 
is common and occurs in most of the patients, which 
mandates regular surveillance of the disease (18). Thus, 
the endoscopy-based approach is indicated for compliant 
patients who will adhere to a strict follow-up regimen (11).  
For elective cases with selected favorable disease 
characteristics, endoscopic management appears to provide 
effective oncological control (disease-specific survival of 
5 years) and renal preservation. However, this has to be 
balanced against the risk of tumor progression and lower 
relapse-free survival than RNU outcomes (18,20). Among 
the variables associated with tumor recurrence, several 
reports have consistently demonstrated a strong association 
between recurrence and tumor grade (11,18). In the largest 
retrospective series with 141 patients with a median follow-
up of 66 months who underwent a percutaneous approach 
over 30 years, ipsilateral tumor recurrence was observed in 
37% of the patients with the low-grade disease and in 63% 
of the patients with high-grade disease. In this series, the 
grade was the only predictor of tumor recurrence (hazard 
ratio: 2.12, P=0.018) (21). Although there are no reported 
randomized controlled trials, systemic reviews have shown 

that nephron-sparing strategies show similar survival 
outcomes when compared with RNU for low-risk patients 
or patients with favorable disease criteria (19-22). In 
contrast, they also demonstrated that there is no place for 
endoscopic management for unfavorable disease in elective 
patients.

During counseling with patients, the risks of poor 
oncologic control and tumor progression with endoscopic 
management must be weighed against the perioperative 
risks such as poor life expectancy associated with end-stage 
renal failure and consequent hemodialysis involved with 
major surgery such as RNU (18).

Tumor recurrence within the urinary tract including the 
ipsilateral ureter

Recurrence rates following endoscopic management for 
UTUC are fairly high. The upper tract recurrence in 
retrograde approaches ranged from 15% to 90% (11). 
However, disease progression to RNU occurred in 3–33% 
of the cases and cancer-specific survival (CSS) remained 
high (70–100%) (11), which makes this approach an 
acceptable option for selected cases.

Several attempts to reduce the probability of tumor 
recurrence in ipsilateral ureter have been suggested 
including instillation of bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) 
vaccine or mitomycin C. Especially for patients with 
carcinoma in situ, BCG immunotherapy appears to have 
the best response. However, further investigations on 
optimizing the drug delivery to the upper tract are needed. 
The feasibility of antegrade instillation via the three-valve 
system has been proven (23,24). Retrograde instillation 
through a ureteric stent can be an alternative way, but it 
can be dangerous due to possible ureteric obstruction and 
consecutive pyelovenous influx during instillation (6).

Two prospective randomized trials reported that adjuvant 
instillation of intravesical agents decreased the recurrence 
following RNU (25,26). However, this approach needs to 
be studied in an endoscopic UTUC ablation series. In a few 
series that reported intravesical recurrence, the intravesical 
recurrence-free survival was similar for the endoscopic 
management and the RNU groups (19).

Proper surveillance strategy after endoscopic tumor 
ablation procedure

Long-term surveillance of over 5 years including urine 
cytology, radiologic evaluation of the upper tract, and 
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endoscopic inspection are required following nephron-
sparing treatment due to a high-risk of disease recurrence (7). 
Stage pT0 or pT1 tumors should be followed-up with serial 
cystoscopies at 3-month intervals for the first year and longer 
intervals in case of a negative test. Nevertheless, the surgeon 
keeps in mind that endoscopic management comes with a risk 
of understating and undergrading (6). Thus, these tumors 
should be followed-up with ureteroscopy and upper tract 
imaging at 3- to 12-month intervals if endoscopic resection is 
considered (6,7).

Due to the limitations in detection and identification 
of UTUC using currently available radiologic evaluation 
techniques, the need for novel imaging technology is 
growing. Narrow-band imaging and photodynamic 
techniques plausibly help in early detection of the tumor 
during follow-up. Confocal laser endomicroscopy, 
which uses fiber-optic imaging probes for in vivo high-
resolution visualization of cellular architecture and 
morphology, presents another potential tool to detect 
viable carcinoma (27).

SU

Over the past decades, SU has been increasingly reported 
at high-volume centers with favorable perioperative, 
functional, and oncologic outcomes (28-33). SU with 
wide margins provides adequate pathologic specimens for 
staging and grading while completely preserving ipsilateral 
renal function. Despite heterogeneous patient and tumor 
characteristics, several retrospective series have consistently 
demonstrated similar oncologic outcomes after SU and 
standard RNU in terms of overall survival, CSS, and 
intravesical tumor recurrences (6,19,34). However, readers 
should keep in mind that the inclusion criteria and surgical 
tasks for the SU techniques are not standardized yet. There 
is substantial diversity in the techniques of performing SU, 
dominantly dependent on the level and the extent of the 
tumor within the affected ureter. The most “radical” and 
extirpative way of performing SU would be a complete 
ureterectomy with ileal ureter replacement. However, 
the most frequently reported way is distal ureterectomy, 
in which the most radical approach involves distal 
ureterectomy with bladder cuffing for distal ureteral tumors 
with concomitant ureteroneocystostomy and ipsilateral 
pelvic nodal dissection. However, in many reports, the 
degree and the implementation of bladder cuffing and 
lymphadenectomy have not been clearly described. In 

contrast, reports on ureteroureterostomy, the simplest way 
to do perform SU for proximal and mid-ureteral tumors, 
are relatively sparse.

Technique of SU

Despite the lack of standardization, the fundamental 
principles for SU include (I) atraumatic, “no-touch” 
ureteral dissection, (II) identification of the limits of the 
ureteral tumor (with or without the use of concomitant 
ureteroscopy), (III) isolation of the affected ureteral 
segment to prevent tumor spillage (35), and (IV) tumor 
resection with adequate (1–2 cm) safety margins (36). We 
also recommend preparing a frozen section to verify the 
absence of the remaining tumor within the ipsilateral ureter.

Oncologic outcomes

While the number of reports and cases of SU transcend 
those of endoscopic management for UTUC, the majority 
of them were from retrospective small series. Several 
systemic reviews of retrospective trials demonstrated 
acceptable oncologic safety. These results suggested that 
SU should be used as the first line of treatment for low-
risk UTUC. When compared with standard RNU, no 
significant differences were found in the 3-, 5-year, or the 
last follow-up CSS (19). Interestingly, these results were 
consistent in stage and grade-based subgroup analysis. 
Additionally, no significant differences were found between 
SU and RNU in univariate and multivariate analyses in 
terms of CSS or any other oncologic outcomes, despite an 
overall trend toward worse outcomes after SU (19,34).

EAU guidelines have recommended SU for low-risk 
disease. For mid-ureteral or proximal ureteral lesion, 
ureteroureterostomy could be an alternative option. For 
high-risk cancer with an imperative condition, distal 
ureterectomy with/without lymph node dissection could 
be an alternative option, but the grade of recommendation 
is not high (grade C). In the case of a distally located 
tumor, complete distal ureterectomy with neocystostomy 
with/without lymph node dissection could be selectively 
recommended in high-risk patients (6).

The NCCN guidelines selectively recommend distal 
ureterectomy with ureteral reimplantation and regional 
lymphadenectomy (in high-grade tumors) only for distal 
ureteral tumors (7). For upper or mid-ureteral tumors, no 
guidelines recommend SU as the primary treatment option.
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Tumor recurrence within the urinary tract including the 
ipsilateral ureter

The reported upper tract recurrence rate is between 
4.1% and 7% with a mean time to the procedure of 33.3– 
54 months (37,38). A recent propensity-matched Korean 
series from a high-volume center reported a recurrence rate 
of 6.8% for distal ureterectomy and bladder cuffing (39). 
Therefore, prolonged surveillance of the ipsilateral ureter 
via computed tomography (CT) or ureteroscopy is essential. 
Similar to the findings regarding local recurrence, the 
incidence of metastatic recurrence and bladder recurrence 
in SU was similar to that in RNU (19).

Proper surveillance strategy after endoscopic tumor 
ablation procedure

For patients treated with nephron-sparing treatment, 
follow-up should be more frequent and stricter than that for 
patients treated with RNU. Urine cytology and CT should 
be performed at 3 and 6 months after nephron-sparing 
treatment. Subsequent cytological and CT investigations 
should be performed annually according to EAU guidelines. 
To evaluate the remaining urinary tract, cystoscopy, 
ureteroscopy, and cytology are recommended at 3 months, 
at 6 months, at every 6 months after that for 2 years and 
annual investigations thereafter (6).

According to the NCCN guidelines, imaging of the 
upper tract collecting system or ureteroscopy at 3- to 
12-month intervals is recommended for patients treated 
with nephron-sparing surgery. Radiologic evaluation 
includes abdominal/pelvic CT, magnetic resonance imaging 
with or without contrast, and chest imaging (7).

Summary

Despite growing interest in the nephron-sparing strategy 
for UTUC, the level of evidence from contemporary 
studies is not high enough, implying that this approach 
is not suitable for every patient with UTUC. Among two 
representative way including endoscopic management and 
SU, endoscopic management was exclusively considered 
for managing a patient unfit to undergo RNU. SU, which 
includes different types of unstandardized procedures, is 
the most widely reported alternative to RNU. Pieces of 
literature have consistently demonstrated that selected 
patients with high-grade and invasive UTUC could benefit 
from SU while maintaining the oncologic outcomes 

observed after RNU. Nevertheless, elective patients should 
undergo preoperative counseling for the increased risk of 
local recurrence, which has been reported in up to half of 
the cases. Stringent surveillance is required for patients 
during the follow-up period. Thus, the benefit of preserving 
renal function and the increased risk of tumor recurrence 
should be balanced by careful counseling.
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